
Poetry and Play in Kant’s Critique of Judgment 

 

In Kant’s CJ, creation and appreciation of fine art are tied to the concept of free play and to a 

particular kind of freedom. The relationship of poetry and play deserves closer attention 

because it throws light on what Kaulbach calls “aesthetic freedom”, as opposed to 

“intellectual” or “moral freedom”1, expressed by subjecting our choices and actions to moral 

law and precepts we prescribe to ourselves.  Aesthetic freedom is realized by creation of and 

response to a work of fine art. The former forms the matter of a “creation aesthetic”, the latter 

of a “reception aesthetic”.2  

In production of an artwork, the artist unites conscious design with unconscious regularity of 

natural processes to achieve a singular imaginative representation of ideas. The result seems 

as if it were a product of nature, despite our recognition that it is product of the artist’s 

intention. As such, the work of art and our response to it form a counterpart to the experience 

of the beautiful and sublime in natural phenomena, which give the appearance of being 

products of intentional design, though we recognize them to have been produced by 

necessary processes according to universal natural laws. The fortuitous purposiveness of the 

work of art resonates with the harmonious functioning of our sensitive, imaginative and 

intellectual powers, bringing them into free play with one another. The pleasurable 

experience of playful purposiveness which this unexpected harmonisation affords serves not 

only to strengthen and “enliven” our faculties, and further their cooperation, but also forms 

the basis for aesthetic judgment. To the extent that these relationships are governed by natural 

causality, the idea of aesthetic freedom remains problematic. Kant’s concepts of genius and 

freedom of the imagination offer some clarification. His idea of an intellectus archetypus 

provides an analogy and possible solution.  

Kant attributes to poetry the highest rank among the fine arts.3 His sparse indications point to 

poetry’s ability to elicit the highest pleasure, and to embody the highest degree of aesthetic 

                                                
1Kaulbach, Friedrich: Ästhetische Welterkenntnis bei Kant. Würzburg 1984, 82.	
2Allison, Henry E.: Kant’s Theory of Taste. A Reading of the Critique of Aesthetic Judgment. Cambridge 2001, 
269f., 271 and n. 1. sees Kant’s discussion of fine art and genius as “episodic” and “difficult to integrate into the 
overall argument” of the CJ, relegating it, along with the account of the sublime, to the work’s “parerga”. 
Crawford is right to question Allison’s “formalistic” interpretation of Kant’s aesthetic theory, which by 
focussing on “questions of the universality and objectivity of aesthetic judgments on the beautiful and the 
sublime”, “underestimates the centrality of Kant’s theory of the creative imagination in his aesthetic theory.” 
Crawford, Donald: Kant’s Theory of the Creative Imagination. In Guyer, Paul: Kant’s Critique of the Power of 
Judgment. Critical Essays Lanham/Boulder/New York/Oxford 2003, 143–170; 143. The discussion of fine art 
and genius, meanwhile, is essential for an understanding of Kant’s idea of aesthetic freedom. 
3KU, AA 05: 326.22–24; Engl. according to: Critique of Judgment. transl. Pluhar, Werner. 
Indianapolis/Cambridge 1987. Divergences from Pluhar and other translations are my own. 
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freedom, as reasons for its privileged status. Art in general “is distinguished from nature as 

doing (facere) is from acting (agere)”, the former producing a work or opus, the latter a mere 

effectus.4 For only a “production through freedom, i.e. through a power of choice that bases 

its acts on reason,” qualifies as art. An artwork is a product of “volition, which grounds its 

actions on intelligence” and “rational deliberation”.5 Yet it differs from science and technical 

production, insofar as neither knowledge nor objective presentation of an intended product 

suffice to produce an artwork. Fine art is distinguished from craft as “free art” from 

“mercenary art”. Free art can “only turn out purposively […] (i.e. succeed) if it is play”.6 

Play is opposed to “law”, “work”, “force”7, as an occupation “agreeable in its own account” 

and as such freely chosen; whereas craft is “labor”, i.e. “an occupation on its own account 

[…]disagreeable[…]that attracts us only through its effect (e.g.) pay.” The free play that is art 

nonetheless depends on the lawfulness which governs nature, knowledge, and craft. For 

realization of the artwork requires a natural medium, whose “order of constraint” or natural 

“mechanism” the artist must master.8 “In its full perfection”, then, art requires “much 

science”. Poetry, eg., in Kant’s definition, is “the art of conducting free play of the 

imagination as a business of understanding”, requiring “correctness and richness of 

language…prosody and meter.” A poet, thus, needs knowledge of Classical literature, in 

order to become familiar with the inherent lawfulness and correct use of language, with 

literary figures and rhetorical devices, pleasing use of meter and prosody, etc.9 

In creation of and response to a work of art, imagination and judgment are in a specific sense 

free or autonomous. 10 Whereas in cognition, sense perception is subject to the laws of 

understanding, in aesthetic judgment, “a complete liberation of the sensible from the 

dominion of understanding takes place.”11 This is made possible by “freedom of 

                                                
4KU, AA 05: 303.07–09. 
5KU, AA 05: 303.13–18. As opposed to phenomena like a beehive, whose purposive form, is “not based on any 
rational deliberation”, but only on instinct, although “by virtue of an analogy with art”, it seems to require that a 
“presentation” precede it in its “cause” (in the bees or their Creator).  
6KU, AA 05: 304.06–07. 
7cf. KU, AA 05: 321.30–34; 327: 31–33. 
8Guyer observes that “in a crucial respect a work of artistic genius does not merely look like a product of nature, 
but is one”. Guyer, Paul: Kant and the Claims of Taste, Cambridge 1997, 356. In this respect, art is subject to 
the conditions of the possibility of experience.  
9AA 05: 304ff., 321; cf. 382. 
10Kaulbach compares aesthetic freedom, as “independence of thinking feeling and feeling thought”, to the 
maxim of the Enlightenment to “think for oneself”. Kaulbach 141, cf. 140. Recki, Birgit: Ästhetik der Sitten. 
Frankfurt am Main 2001, sees free play of the powers of cognition as connected with autonomy of the subject 
which “judges the feeling of pleasure disinterestedly” (KU, AA 05: 281.11-13). The subject is to be understood 
as autonomous, “insofar as it thereby gives itself its own principle”, i.e. of fortuitous purposiveness (Recki, 62, 
cf. 65). 
11Kaulbach, 35; cf. AA 05: 282.17-32; 350.7-28. 
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imagination”.12 Imagination, as ability to produce images of an object in intuition without the 

object being present, constitutes a “necessary ingredient of perception,” connecting sense 

intuition and understanding, and forms therewith one of the conditions of the possibility of 

cognition. In its transcendental function, imagination is both receptive and spontaneous, 

mediating “a corresponding intuition” to concepts of the understanding, and determining 

sense a priori according to the categories “as necessarily related to the original unity of 

apperception”.13 In this role, however, imagination is not free, but a mere “effect of the 

understanding and its […] first application to objects of a possible experience”, “a blind, 

although indispensable function of the soul […] of which we are only seldom conscious.”14 

In its aesthetic function, imagination is free from the “constraints” of understanding, and able 

to produce a “wealth” of images above and beyond strict “adequacy” to concepts.15  

Aesthetic judgment either induces or coincides with the feeling of pleasure elicited by “a 

subjective purposiveness of the presentation in relation to the power of judgment”.16 In order 

to avoid what Kaulbach calls “the danger of empiricism”17, i.e. having to construe the 

relationship between pleasure and judgment as “pathological”, and judgment as a necessary 

effect of its object, it is necessary to establish the priority of reflective judgment vis à vis the 

source of aesthetic pleasure.18 This is because the pleasure associated with achievement of an 

aim forms part of the natural mechanism which ensures our survival. Anytime an aim is 

achieved, we experience pleasure. The fulfillment of a physical need eg., arouses pleasure, 

and stimulates us to strive for the source of pleasure, for whatever appears to be “good” for 

us in this regard. We enjoy thereby not only the end itself, but also our aim-directed 

behaviour. Pleasure in the good is tied, thus, to the “interest” we have in existence of the 

object of our striving; our judgment in this respect is not free. Rather, pleasure in the good 

precedes and determines our judgment.  

                                                
12cf. KU, AA 05: 242.30. Cf. Recki, 63. In aesthetic judgment, imagination “schematizes without a concept” 
(KU, AA 05: 287.16–17), whereas in cognition it schematizes by subsuming the manifold of sense intuition 
under a concept. 
13KrV, AA 3:119.32–36f. 
14KrV, AA 3:91.29–31. 
15cf. AA 05: 316.27–317.06.  
16KU, AA 05: 248.15–16; cf. EEKU, AA 20: 230.11–13; 231:1–4. 
17Kaulbach, 59. 
18In Allison’s view, Kant held that “the relationship between the free harmony of the faculties and the pleasure 
in the judgment of taste is intentional as well as causal.” Pleasure is to some extent an effect of the experience of 
the free harmony of the faculties, but also “the very means through which one becomes aware of this harmony”, 
though not in the form of cognition, but as a “feeling apprehension”, and “inherently pleasurable mental state” 
(Allison 53, 54). 
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Kant differentiates pleasure in the good and pleasure in the “agreeable” from aesthetic 

pleasure as related to judgments of the beautiful and the sublime.19 Pleasure in what is 

agreeable “to the senses in sensation”, like pleasure in the good, is tied to interest in 

whatever arouses immediate sensual pleasure.20 Pleasure in the beautiful, on the other hand, 

is “devoid of all interest”.21 Judgment of beauty, in this regard, is not determined by the 

presentation of the object in sense intuition, but employs imagination in connection with 

understanding or reason “to refer the presentation to the subject and his feeling of pleasure or 

displeasure.”22 Our liking for the beautiful involves, namely, making a judgment of reflection 

rather than a judgment of sense or a logically determinative one, i.e. one which depends 

directly “neither on a sensation” , “nor on a determinate concept, as does our liking for the 

good”, but is “connected with the mere […] power of exhibition, i.e., the imagination”. 

Pleasure is thereby said to “accompany” the presentation “of a free play of the powers of 

presentation in a given presentation to something which is known”, resulting in a “quickening 

of the two powers (imagination and understanding) to an activity which is indeterminate, but, 

as a result of the the prompting of the given presentation, nonetheless accordant”.23  

Kant’s argument for the universal validity of aesthetic judgments seems to imply that 

aesthetic judgment both causes and is an effect of free play and the pleasure it arouses.24  The 

“subjective formal purposiveness of the object” on which judgment of beauty depends entails 

“the object’s being commensurate with the cognitive powers that are, and insofar as they are, 

brought into play when we judge reflectively”.25 Although it is the form of the object and not 

(as in cognition) the material which is judged, “in mere reflection on it”, to be the source of 

aesthetic pleasure, the presentation of the object is seen here “to be connected necessarily 

with this pleasure, and hence connected with it not merely for the subject apprehending this 

form but in general for everyone who judges it.” Elsewhere, Kant suggests that reflective 

judgment acts “unintentionally” when it compares forms of the imagination “with its ability 

[…] to refer intuitions to concepts”, and that aesthetic judgment follows necessarily from the 

resulting harmonisation of our cognitive powers: “if […] a given presentation unintentionally 

brings the imagination […] into harmony with the understanding […] and this harmony 

                                                
19cf. KU, AA 05, § 4. 
20cf. KU, AA 05: 207.26 –209. , cf. 266, 305 
21KU, AA 05: 204.21. 
22KU, AA 05: 203.09–12. 
23KU, AA 05: 217.15-218.07; 219.04–07. 
24Kaulbach seems to equate aesthetic pleasure with aesthetic freedom when he says (53): “Der Charakter des 
reflektierten, durch Gelingen des Weltexperimentes zustandekommenden Zu-standes der Lust ist ästhetische 
Freiheit.” 
25KU, AA 05: 189.36–190.02. 
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arouses a feeling of pleasure, then the object must thereupon be regarded as purposive for the 

reflective power of judgment.” 26 

Kant’s idea of an intellectus archetypus27 may shed light on the problem. Our intellect is 

described in the CJ as intellectus ectypus, as requiring images of things which appear to be 

“outside” the intellect. Our understanding, namely, is discursive, it cannot directly intuit, i.e. 

produce the objects of its intuition, but depends on sense perception for the matter to which 

its synthetic activity is applied. An understanding, however, “in which through self-

consciousness simultaneously everything manifold is given” would intuit, i.e. depend only on 

itself for its object.28  

Causality of an understanding which acts according to purposes is a requirement for the 

reality of freedom in Kant. The intellectus archetypus, however, though itself the originator 

of purposiveness, embodies a different kind of freedom, namely, independence from external 

coercion or immanent causality. The artist, similarly, by freely producing images to 

correspond to ideas she wishes to represent, acts not only aimfully, but also independently of 

“coercion” by concepts of understanding.29 Her native talent or genius permits her, moreover, 

to co-operate with the conditions of her medium, so that what is aimful in her work appears 

necessary. Judgment of the artwork, correspondingly, becomes autonomy of one who “gives 

herself an object” of intuition in reflection on and intellectual re-enactment of the process by 

which ideas are represented aesthetically by the artist. 

Freedom of imagination and judgment, conjoined with talent, skill and momentary inspiration 

comprise the conditions for a successful work of art.30 The conditions of the physical medium 

                                                
26KU, AA 5:190.02-10. 
27cf. KrV, AA 03:457. In the Transcendental Dialectic, the intellectus archetypus is a regulative idea or ideal of 
pure reason, which serves as “ground of the order in the world and its connection according to general laws”. It 
is not a real substance or object of cognition, since no sense intuition corresponds to it, but may nonetheless be 
conceived, “in analogy to objects of experience”, as an “unknown substratum of systematic unity, order, and 
purposiveness in the structure of the world, which reason must posit as regulative principle of its investigation 
of nature.” 
28KrV, AA 03:110; cf. Prol., AA 04:316.18–26. 
29Spinoza ascribes this type of freedom to the substantia infinita or causa sui. Cf. Ethics I, 7: “Ea res libera 
dicitur quae ex sola suae naturae necessitate existit et a se sola ad agendum determinatur […]” Kant calls 
Spinoza’s position fatalism of purposiveness, since it attributes the appearance of purposiveness in nature to an 
unintentional activity of the substantia infinita. In Kant’s view, teleological explanation should be based on the 
idea of an “architectonic understanding” (“einer nach Zwecken handelnden (verständigen) Weltursache”). Cf. 
KU, AA 05:391f.; 393:11–22.  
30Genius, a talent “which no science can teach and no diligence learn, of discovering ideas for a given concept 
and […] finding the expression for these, through which the subjective disposition of the mind that is effected 
by them […] can be communicated to others,” enables the artist to express “the unnameable in the mental state”  
and make it “universally communicable, whether […] in language, or painting, or sculpture”. (KU AA 05: 316-
17) 
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allow the artwork to appear as phenomenon of a “second nature”.31 Aesthetic judgment, the 

exercise of our “ability to judge an object in reference to the free lawfulness of the 

imagination,” takes as its point of departure the “free (spontaneous, harmonious) play of 

cognitive powers” which the paradoxical coincidence of freedom and necessity in the 

apparition of beauty and the sublime32 induces in us. Imagination is considered thereby “in its 

freedom” or self-sufficiency, not as “reproductive”, or “subject to the laws of association, but 

as productive and spontaneous (as originator of chosen forms of possible intuitions)” (my 

italics). In perception, as Kant sees it, “imagination is tied to a determinate form of this object 

and to that extent does not have free play (as it does […] in poetry)”.33 It is “conceivable”, 

however, “that the object may offer it just the sort of form in the combination of its manifold 

as the imagination, if it were left to itself [and were] free would design in harmony with the 

understanding’s lawfulness in general.”34  

The artist and the recipient of the artwork, then, exercise a freedom of imagination which is 

analogous to the freedom of the intellectus archetypus, by their relative independence from 

external causality. In poetry, the faculty of aesthetic ideas manifests itself to its fullest, 

because it is primarily a product of genius and of all the arts it depends least of all on 

precepts or models.35 Poetry is the “art of conducting a free play of the imagination as if it 

were a task of the understanding”36, joining images with concepts as if in it understanding 

could intuit. It sets the imagination free, bringing to the concept from the manifold of images 

which may be associated with a it a fullness of thoughts beyond mere denotation, for which 

discursivity alone is inadequate. Poetry raises us thereby in feeling to ideas, “strengthening” 

and “expanding” the spirit, “by letting it feel its free, autonomous power, which is 

independent of determination by nature, to contemplate and to judge nature as appearance 

according to points of view which do not present themselves either to sense or understanding 

and to use these for the purpose of and so to speak as schema of the transcendent” (zum 

Schema des Übersinnlichen).37  When “understanding alone gives the law,” “its product is 

determined by concepts”, and “imagination is compelled to proceed according to a 
                                                
31Cf. KU, AA 05:314.09-11: “For the imagination[…] (as a productive cognitive power) is very mighty when it 
creates, as it were, another nature out of the material that actual nature gives it.” (my italics) Consideration of 
Kant’s “analysis of the concept of a natural purpose and the conditions of its possibility” sheds light “on the 
concept of a work of fine art and the conditions of its possibility”, revealing natural purposes and the artwork to 
be virtual mirror images of each other (Allison 278).  
32The “free play” of imagination and reason with respect to the sublime cannot be dealt with here. 
33KU AA, 05:240.28–31. 
34KU AA, 05:240.31–241.03; my italics. 
35KU AA, 05:314; 326; cf. 314; 282f. 
36KU AA, 05:321.09–10. 
37KU, AA 05:326.30–35. 
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determinate law.” Any liking that may arise thereby is “not for the beautiful but for the good 

[…] and the judgment is not a judgment made by taste”, that is, it is not an instance of 

aesthetic freedom. Only “lawfulness without a law and a subjective harmony of the 

imagination with the understanding without an objective harmony […] is compatible with the 

free lawfulness of the understanding […] and with the peculiarity of a judgment of taste.”38 

Poetic art, by permitting imagination the best opportunity to create as if its work were a 

product of an understanding which intuits, enables our closest assimilation to the intellectus 

archetypus and greatest aesthetic freedom. 

 

                                                
38KU, AA 05:241:08-17. 


